
 

WHAT’S ON IN 2020  

BRINGING THE HEART OF GOD TO THE HEART OF MAN 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

Healing services 

FREE EVENT 

EVERY FIRST TUESDAY of the 
month (Except January, April 
and December)  

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Healing Services are monthly free evening meetings which are 
open to all. 

They provide opportunities to hear a short teaching on healing and a 
brief time of personal prayer from the Ellel ministry team. 

It runs from 5.30 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. 

Healing Retreats 

Dates: Throughout the year, 
however one MUST book 

All interested persons fill an 
application form, return to us, 
then we prayerfully decide and 
inform you when you will 
attend. Contact us on 
ministryoffice.kenya@ellel.org 
or +254 707 597 473/ +254 736 
360 786 to get the form. 

 

Healing retreats are opportunities for prayer ministry and it's a core 
foundation of what we do. It's an opportunity given to people in 
need, to experience God's love and healing power under strictest 
confidentiality. A guest is offered personal prayer ministry in a safe 
and loving environment, guided by two prayer ministers. These fall 
in the following categories: -  

Two-day and one day Healing Retreats. The two-day retreat usually 
runs from Friday 5.00 p.m. to Sunday 4.30 p.m. and is characterized 
by short teaching sessions, prayer ministry sessions and personal 
time in the garden. The one day retreat is identical to the above, 
however there are no teaching sessions due to the limited time and 
it runs from 8.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. 

Personal Prayer Appointment (PMA) often includes time working 
through areas of forgiveness, repentance and inviting Jesus to be 
Lord. It can also include recognizing the work of the enemy in our 
lives and appropriating the power of the cross of Jesus to gain 
victory. The goal is to bring healing and restoration to the person. 
PMA’s are usually about 2 hours.  

Explore A7 

Knowing Me - Exploring the 
restoration of the Human Spirit 

 

11th & 12th January 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

This course follows on from Inside Out and takes us deeper into 
understanding the functions of the human spirit. The starting point 
of this course is the understanding that the human spirit is our life 
source and the core of our identity, so if I want to truly know myself, 
as God knows me, then my human spirit is the key to this 
understanding. 

Our human spirit is formed in us by God. However, life in a less than 
perfect world has starved our spirit of the nourishment it was 
created to receive and often this causes disorder between spirit and 
soul. Exploring the scriptures together we will discover how the 
functions of the human spirit can be distorted and limited by the 
circumstances of our past, and how the outworking of these inner 



 

conflicts can affect our life today. 

Jesus is the human spirit Healer so understanding how to open 
ourselves to His healing touch is an essential element of God’s 
restorative plan for each of us. He has the healing power for our 
restoration but we need to grasp the truth of, and enter into, our 
part in that process. 

Explore A8 

Connected - Exploring God's 
Design for Relationship 

 

8th & 9th February 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Life consists of relationships! When God made us in His image, He 
made us relational human beings, created to live in dynamic 
relationship with both Himself as well as one another. Whilst 
relationships are intended for mutual blessings, we all know that 
they also have the potential to bring pain and hurt. Sometimes 
relationships can get so mixed up that we even lose sight of God’s 
original purpose for them. How can we find the way back? 

Jesus modelled perfect relationship to us - both in terms of His 
relationship with the Father as well as with fellow human beings. But 
even more so, He provides us with healing for the pain resulting 
from wrong relationships as well as freedom from entanglement 
that wrong relationships can bring. The Lord wants to teach us how 
to find joy and freedom in healthy relationships and how to 
approach the restoration of shattered ones. This course will help you 
in finding God’s way forward for your relationships and in receiving 
healing from wounds inflicted through relationships in the past. 

Parenting Conference 

 

15th February 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Parenting is a great responsibility from God our Father. It is part of 
the commission given to Adam and Eve. It was meant to be great joy 
and through it, life and blessing would be modelled and passed on 
from one generation to the other. However, parenting is one of the 
great challenges of our generation.  

This conference will seek to align our mandate with foundational 
goals for godly parenting, address the difficulties and draw some 
practical ways we can reclaim the joys and gains of this great 
privilege from God.  

Explore A9 

Sheltered - Exploring the 
Antidote to Fear and Anxiety 

 

14th & 15th March 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

For many of us fear and anxiety are regular companions along our 
life journey. For some there is a specific fear or anxiety that grips our 
heart, often linked into a specific trauma or memory. For others 
anxiety lies at a deeper place of our being, having become entwined 
into our hearts at an early stage. We often have a misconception of 
how God views us in our struggles and instead of finding the Lord in 
our place of need, we find our own ways of coping and controlling 
our lives to avoid the discomfort and weakness of fear. 

This course will share how the Lord longs to show us the freedom 
that is in Him when we can learn to fully trust Him and bring the 
worries of our heart to Him. Perhaps we have lacked security and 
safety in our lives and our Father God longs to show us the truth of 
who He is – our strong shelter, our safe tower, the anchor for our 
hearts. 



 

12 Day School 

14th to 25th April 2020 

Venue: Shunem Retreat Center, 
Embu 

This ministry school provides a concentrated program of teaching, 
followed by some practical ministry experience. It is designed to help 
equip those who have a heart to bring healing to others and wish to 
move into greater personal wholeness. 

This program of teachings, corporate and personal prayer ministry is 
primarily designed to help guests allow God to point and bring 
healing and restoration to deep issues in their lives that have 
hampered effective Christian living or even caused much pain in 
their lives. The goal is that they can move victoriously into their God 
given destinies as disciples of Jesus Christ.  

A separate program for equipping in the healing ministry for those 
already on a journey of healing through Ellel Ministry is by invite 
only. 

See Separate Flyer   

Getting To The Root of the 
Problem 1 & 2 

 

9th & 10th May 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Have you been prayed for repeatedly for the same issue? Do you 
feel that you seem to go round and round the same problem in your 
life? 

Then these understanding days could be for you! God knows the 
foundations of your being and the key areas that affect your life. If 
the fruit is there, there will be a root. 

Often we give "first aid" in our prayers to the broken and hurting, 
but feel frustrated that no lasting solution seems to result. It may be 
because we are praying for the symptoms rather than the true root 
of the problem. This course gives you the opportunity to discover 
the principles of praying in-depth into problems, about different 
types of roots, how they got there and how to remove them. We 
encourage you to attend these foundational teachings to gain 
understanding. 

Explore A10 

23rd & 24th May 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

This event is only open to Explore A 2019 delegates 

Ladies Conference 

Discovering your beauty 

20th June 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Though quite elusive beauty has been in the search by every woman, 
young or old. Billions of monies have been invested into it all world 
over. We need to Discover what God, the creator of a woman had in 
mind when He created the woman.  

This Ladies conference will address the great concerns for every 
Woman. Areas such as: -  
- My Identity. Who Am I? 
- Conquering our enemies  
- The Beauty Within. 



 

- The Greater Worthy -Celebrating my womanhood. 

There'll be special times of creativity, fellowship and prayer ministry. 

Explore A1  

The Big Picture - Exploring 
God's Foundations for Life 

4th & 5th July 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

All of us are born with questions about life and eternity etched deep 
in our hearts. We have a God-given need to find out why we are 
here on earth and what life is meant to be all about. In today’s fast-
changing world, full of confusing voices, this need for solid truth to 
build our lives on is even more necessary than ever. 

This course answers life’s foundational questions from a solid biblical 
perspective - perhaps in a way that you have never heard God’s 
story explained before. We will look at the sweep of history from the 
early days in Genesis until the Lord’s return in Revelation.  

You will understand better where we come from, how humankind 
got to be in this mess and perhaps most importantly, you will 
understand more of God’s amazing rescue plan for humankind. Not 
only has God saved you, He also wants to heal you and set you on 
the right course to fulfil His destiny purpose for our lives! The Big 
Picture will help you lay hold of God’s plan for your life and we trust 
it will be a catalyst for you to start being released with ‘strength for 
today and bright hope for tomorrow!’ 

Explore B1 

The Family Business  

 

11th & 12th July 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

God ordained the design of His family to be an oasis of security, 
strength and healing. Understanding the divine principles of God’s 
family is essential to understanding our place within our own family, 
our church and as well our broader Christian journey with one 
another. 

Since we have been ‘born-again’ into God’s family, then regardless 
of our background, skills or qualifications, we are destined to be a 
full and active member in His family – and also to play our part in His 
family business! But what does that really mean, and do we believe 
we have a part to play? 

This course will uncover what it means to be in God’s family and 
how we can grow and flourish in that place of belonging and rest. It 
will look at what it means to share in His work, pray His family prayer 
and draw strength from the family for our everyday lives. We will 
consider what the hallmarks of being in the family business are and 
what we can offer in our service of Him. The course will also give an 
eternal perspective on this great privilege we have, will draw us 
closer to the heart of God, show us our place in God’s plan and 
inspire us to play our part in God’s Kingdom purposes. 

 

 

 



 

Explore A2 

Knowing God - Exploring the 
Character and Nature of God   

 

1st  & 2nd August 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

For many of us there can be a disconnect between knowing about 
God and truly knowing God in our hearts. We read the scriptures 
and see that God wants us to know Him but we are not sure how to 
enter into that deeper place of knowing and relationship. 

This course is all about helping us come to know more of God and 
connect to Him in a deeper way. It is designed to provide an 
opportunity to look deeper at His character and nature and explore 
how we can have an intimate relationship with Him – how we can 
experience Him and know more of Him in our lives. It will also seek 
to deal with the blockages we have in knowing God the way He 
really is and to understand the reasons why some of those blockages 
exist. There will also be an opportunity to receive more of the Holy 
Spirit in our lives.    

Explore B2 

Rewired 

 

8th & 9th August 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Do you ever feel that your life is full of crossed wires? Tangled 
thoughts and beliefs that have no grounding, but which feel so real, 
and therefore motivate and form our behaviour? 

Many of us struggle to fully receive God’s truth into our hearts 
because it clashes with another ‘truth’ within us. We hear that God 
will take care of all our needs, but because of an often subconscious 
and deeply hidden belief that we are on our own, we live a life 
believing that we have to provide for ourselves. Maybe our beliefs 
are more related to ourselves or to others and that impacts our 
ability to find deep and meaningful relationships. 

This course will explore the ways in which our beliefs about God, 
others and ourselves are formed and how these beliefs, when out of 
sync with God’s truth, cause behaviour in our lives which is 
destructive. It will share God’s heart to ‘rewire’ our beliefs with His 
truth, and His desire to free us from the power of lies that we’ve 
believed and break us out of wrong behaviour cycles so that we can 
find freedom and new life in Him. 

 

Jesus Heals Day 

FREE EVENT 

22nd August 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

This one-day FREE event focuses on bringing understanding of the 
healing ministry of Jesus for today’s Church.  With relevant and 
dynamic teaching, they offer understanding and encouragement for 
those seeking wholeness and healing in the Lord. Limited time for 
confidential personal prayer ministry is available. 

 

 

 

 



 

Explore A3 

God's Master Key - Exploring 
the Power of Forgiveness 

 

5th & 6th September 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

When Jesus spoke from the Cross, “Father forgive them”, He 
released to humankind an immensely powerful key for restoration 
from the bondage of pain from the past. For true freedom we need 
not only to receive God’s forgiveness for our own sinful actions but 
we need to extend forgiveness to all those who have hurt us, 
however difficult this may be. 

Forgiveness is a Kingdom principle which is pivotal to the healing 
ministry of Jesus, so in this course we will explore the damage 
caused when there is unforgiveness and judgement of others, we 
will investigate the many challenges of applying this key, and there 
will be opportunity to receive God’s healing for areas of unresolved 
inner wounding. Without doubt, countless lives have been totally 
transformed by God as people have lived out the consequences of 
applying the key of forgiveness. 

Explore B3 

Deliver us from evil  

 

12th & 13th September 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

The feeling of being held back in our life, but not knowing by what, is 
seemingly very common. We live in a spiritual as well as physical 
world which constantly influences us, whether knowingly or 
unknowingly. Christians are not immune from falling into the hidden 
traps of the enemy, not least in the pursuit of spiritual well-being 
and healing. This course seeks to shed light on the subtle deceptions 
of the Evil One, and how our endeavours to find victory in healing or 
grow in our discipleship can be tripped up constantly. 

We will explore the deceptive nature of the enemy and how he 
seeks to entrap us through various strategies. This may be previous 
false religious practices and covenants. We identify harmful 
alternative healing remedies and exercise regimes, exposing the root 
of spiritual dangers that will inflame a problem more than cure it. 
The course will bring vital teaching on the subject of discernment, 
signposting safe practices. It will also explain how God’s precious 
deliverance ministry can help believers. There will be teaching on 
God’s way of bringing cleansing to spiritually defiled ground, 
removing the grip of the enemy so you can be free to grow 
unhindered. 

‘Deliver us from evil’ course builds on the teaching of ‘God’s Enemy 
Exposed’ (an Explore A course) and it is therefore recommended 
that this course is attended prior to ‘Deliver us from Evil’. 

Explore A4 

Lost & Found - Exploring the 
Remedy for Rejection 

 

3rd & 4th October 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

If there is one thing that would really change our sense of well-being 
it is to know that we are unconditionally loved and accepted. The 
scriptures tell us that God loves all He has created and that when we 
accept Jesus as our Saviour we are fully part of God’s family again.  
So why do we find it so hard to personally accept this truth?  Even 
when we are Christians, why do we sometimes feel as if we are still 
lost sheep who desperately desire and need to be found and 
embraced by the Good Shepherd? 

This Explore course will look at how the first rejection came into the 



 

world and how in a Fallen world we can become fixed in our false 
beliefs about our own acceptability. If we can grasp the truth of who 
God is and who we really are then our lives will undoubtedly be 
transformed. 

Explore B4 

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 

 

10th & 11th October 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

From the ups to the downs, emotions are an essential part of being 
human. Without them our relationships are empty and mechanical. 
Robots can be amazingly useful, but you can’t have a real 
relationship with an un-feeling machine or an object with no spirit or 
soul. 

Yet many of us struggle with our emotions, often trying to deny and 
even crush them because they seem to be the cause of our 
problems. The reality is that some emotions seem very hard to 
handle; emotions that feel overwhelming, emotions that seem 
unacceptable and even emotions that feel destructive.  

We probably all need God’s help to understand which of our 
emotions are truly good, what are bad emotions and how they can 
turn ugly. 

This course will consider some of our difficult emotions, e.g. anger 
and grief, and how God has purposed for us to find release and His 
comfort, so we can move safely through the turmoil and find a new 
place of rest. 

 

Explore A5 

God's Enemy Exposed - 
Exploring Healing through 
Deliverance 

 

7th & 8th November 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

The Bible tell us not to be ignorant of the enemy’s devices. God’s 
word sheds light on who our enemy - God’s enemy- really is and how 
he seeks to work in this world and in our lives. In this very real 
spiritual battle we need to know how God wants to help us live in 
freedom and victory, through Jesus’ work on the cross. 

In this course we look in detail at what the Bible explains about 
Satan and the demonic. It brings a fundamental understanding of 
spiritual warfare and of possible enemy strongholds in a person’s 
life.  

Jesus came to set the captives free and this course helps with 
learning how to start stepping into the spiritual freedom through 
deliverance. 

 

Explore B5 

Godly Sexuality 

 

14th & 15th November 2020 

Like many Christians, you might be searching for answers to the 
forceful challenges of secular opinion towards sexuality. What is the 
Christian framework that the church as the Body ought to be 
reinforcing, as well as applying to our own lives and our children? 

Human sexuality and its expression is a central part of God’s design 
for His creation – something intended to bring joy, blessing and life. 



 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 
However, in a world of shifting ‘norms’, there is much confusion 
about this vital subject and this course aims to bring clarity from the 
perspective of the traditional Christian understanding of the Bible. 

This course will explore the foundation for human sexuality as God 
intended it to be. It will look at the importance and significance of 
the biblical covenant of marriage, the power of boundaries and will 
explain how sexual expression outside of this is sinful and has 
consequences not just on our lives, but all those connected to us. 

The good news is that damaged sexuality may be restored to God’s 
good order and so the course will also share how, through Jesus 
Christ, we can find bondage breaking forgiveness and cleansing for 
sexual sin and learn how to walk in purity. 

Youth Conference  

 

28th November 2020 

Venue: Ellel Center, Nairobi 

Young people make up a great percentage in our population. They 
make great majority in our churches and they are influencing the 
directions many sectors today as they affect the Market forces. 

Unfortunately, young people seem to only stand in groups and 
multitudes. How can we have young people who dare stand alone in 
a world where everybody is swayed by popular culture? Where are 
the Josephs and Daniels of today?  

This conference seeks to address the issues that hinder the youth in 
their walk with God and the influences that cripple their ability to 
stand alone for God.  

 

We also have: -  

1. A Bookshop where you can purchase truth centered books to help you on your 

healing journey. 

 

2. Local Church events – A Church Visit is an opportunity to bring an Ellel Ministries 

team into your local church or regional setting. The purpose of this is to share 

teaching related to healing and discipleship with those in the local church and also, 

where applicable, to help to equip local prayer ministry teams. 

 

FOR MORE DETAILS ON THE PROGRAM OR THE MINISTRY IN GENERAL, YOU CAN REACH 

US ON THE FOLLOWING: -  

 Whatsapp, text or call us on +254 707 597 473 

 Call us on +254 736 360 786 

 Email us on info.kenya@ellel.org 

 Or Visit our center in Nairobi, Garden Estate Thome, Stream Drive House number 

43 (SD 43) 


